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Metastable Filamentary Vortex Flow in Thin Film Superconductors
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We present simulations of vortex dynamics in amorphous two-dimensional thin film supercondu
using a new exact method to evaluate long-range interactions between vortices. We find that the
of dissipation for increasing current is dominated by filamentary channels of flow which are stable
finite range of bias current. This results in novel steps in the differential resistance, which are str
history dependent. Our results are in good agreement with recent experiments on amorphous Mo77Ge23

superconducting thin films. [S0031-9007(96)00030-0]

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 05.40.+j, 74.76.–w
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The issues of depinning and nonlinear transport i
driven disordered medium are of great interest in a la
variety of systems [1]. The competition between inter
tion forces and randomness under an external driving fo
leads to multiple dynamical regimes. In particular, the
namics of vortices in disordered type-II superconduct
driven by an external current has attracted much atten
lately. Experiments on 2H-NbSe2 [2] obtained a nonequi
librium phase diagram of the dynamical regimes in
current-voltage (IV) characteristics. Structural eviden
of these regimes was found in neutron scattering meas
ments [3]. Three distinct regimes as a function of incre
ing current were observed: (i) no motion, pinned vortic
(ii) disordered, plastic motion; and (iii) coherently mo
ing vortex lattice. However, recent experiments [4]
amorphous Mo77Ge23 thin films found a novel dynami
cal regime at very low temperatures: the onset of v
age shows abrupt steps in the differential resistance a
strong history dependence. Furthermore, experiments
on YBa2Cu3O72d just below the melting transition tem
perature revealed a regime between (i) and (ii) with “ste
in the IV curve.

It is now well established that the onset of vortex m
tion takes place through “channels” of plastic vortex flo
Following early work by Brandt [6], Jensenet al. [7] per-
formed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of vortic
in two dimensions (2D). They found that for all but ve
weak pinning, the vortex lattice is plastically deformed a
the onset of vortex motion takes place through chann
This result goes beyond the applicability of the collect
pinning theory forIV characteristics [8]. Further numer
cal studies of plastic flow and the onset of vortex mot
were carried on by several authors [9]. In all the M
simulations [7,9], the onset of plastic vortex flow occu
at a single threshold force (critical current), above wh
the voltage increases continuously and nonlinearly. T
type of behavior was observed in the experiments onH-
NbSe2 [2,3]. Fisher [1] has proposed that the depinn
transition should follow a power lawV , sI 2 Icdz , a re-
sult recently seen in a gauge glass model simulation [
The experimental results of Hellerqvistet al. [4] in amor-
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phous thin films, however, show a strong history depe
dence of the threshold force and abrupt rises of the volt
[11]. In this Letter we provide realistic MD simulation
of amorphous thin films that reproduce this novel dynam
cal regime. Some of our results are also relevant to
experiment in Ref. [5].

The MD simulations of [6,7,9] are in 2D systems wit
short-rangevortex-vortex interactions. A short-range 2D
potential corresponds to the interactions of 3D vortic
considered as rigid rods, where the interaction range
given by the magnetic penetration depthl. This is correct
for thick films where the sample thickness isd ¿ l

but much smaller than the Larkin-Ovchinikov correlatio
length [8]. However, in 2D thin films whered ø l (like
the ones of [4]) the vortex-vortex interactions are tru
long range[12]. Here, we consider the normalized vorte
vortex interaction energy [12],

Uyysrijd  H0

°
rij

¢
2 N0

°
rij

¢
, (1)

whereH0 andN0 are the Struve and Neumann function
respectively, andrij  jri 2 rjj is the normalized two-
dimensional distance between theith andjth vortices. Dis-
tance is normalized to the effective 2D penetration dep
L  2l2yd, and energy toE0  F

2
0y2m0L, with the flux

quantumF0  hy2e. The vortices also interact with im-
purities (pinning centers). The normalized pinning pote
tial between a vortex and a pinning center is assumed to
[7], Uypsrd  2Ape2sryãpd2

, whereãp is the normalized
interaction range of the impurity, andAp is the pinning
strength. The normalized equation of motion for theith
vortex is taken as

dri

dt
 2

X
jfii

=iUyysrijd 2
X

k

=iUypsrikd

1 F 1 histd , (2)

where =i  s ≠

≠xi
, ≠

≠yi
d. Time is normalized tot 

L2nyE0, where the friction parameter isn  F0Bdyrf ,
the magnetic field perpendicular to the system isB,
and the flux flow resistivity isrf ø BrnyHc2. The
normalized force on the vortices arises from the appl
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2985
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C,
current densityJ, F  J 3 ẑF0dLyE0, with ẑ k B. We
assumeJ k x̂, and thus,F k ŷ. The voltage respons
(vortex speed) from theith vortex is thenVi  dyiydt
(normalized top h̄yte). Thermal noise is modeled as
Langevin white noise,hstd, with khistdl  $0 andkhist1d ?

hjst2dl  4 kT
E0

dijdst1 2 t2d, and temperatureT . The
summations overj andk represent the vortex-vortex an
vortex-impurity interactions, respectively. A new meth
to simulate a system with periodic boundary conditio
and long-range interactions is used. The interaction
tween a vortex and all the periodic images of another v
tex is evaluated with an exact fast converging sum [13

To connect our simulations to the experiments of
we adopt parameter values appropiate for their sam
of amorphous Mo77Ge23. The length scales areL ø
198 mm, the mean intervortex distancea0  sF0yBd1y2 
1.03 3 1023L, and the pinning range is taken as t
coherence length,ap ø j  2.8 3 1025L. This places
us in the regimeap ø a0 ø L. The temperatureT 
150 mK in the experiments giveskTyE0 ø 257 3 1026,
and from the flux flow resistanceRf we estimatet ø
4.8 3 1024 s. From the value of the critical current de
sity, we can estimate the pinning strengh from collect
pinning theory [8]Ap ø 5 3 1022

p
nyynp , whereny 

1ya2
0 andnp are the densities of vortices and pinning ce

ters, respectively. (Even though collective pinning the
is not fully valid here, we expect that still gives the corre
order of magnitude.) There is only one free parameter
np . Since the material is amorphous,np . ny seems rea-
sonable. We takenpyny  5 and we simulate a system
of sizeL2  0.01 3 0.01 [14], giving Ny  100 vortices
andNp  500 pinning centers. The positions of the pi
ning centers are distributed randomly. Because of the
tremely smallap, a very small time step of the numeric
integrator was chosen,dt # 2.5 3 1028. Each simula-
tion was started with a different random initial configur
tion of the vortex positions. Such a configuration quick
relaxes to a random state resembling a state obtained b
creasing the current from the flux-flow regime. For ea
value of F (stepped in unit increments), a transient tim
of Dttr  625 3 1026 was allowed before data were o
tained over the next time ofDtav  Dttr . We show results
here for the deterministic (T  0) cases only. (FiniteT
will be discussed elsewhere.)

The depinning process is characterized by a comp
tion between the pinning forces and the vortex lattice e
tic properties [8]. For 3D vortex interaction potentia
the shear modulus is given byC66  BF0y16pm0l2, and
the compression modulus isC11skd  B2ym0s1 1 l2k2d,
with k the wave vector of the elastic deformation [8
For systems with short-range interactionskl ø 1 and so
there is local elasticity sinceC11 is dispersionless. Thi
gives C66yC11  sa0yld2y16p. In most of the simula-
tions [6,7,9]l * a0, so C66 & C11. For 2D long-range
vortex potentials [Eq. (1)], the shear modulus is the sa
C66d  BF0y8pm0L, but the compression modulus
now C11d  2B2ym0ks1 1 Lkd [15]. This implies that
2986
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in thin films elasticity is nonlocal at all length scale.
Furthermore, the vortex lattice is incompressible sin
C11sk ! 0d  `. In thin films L is of the order of the
sample size (L ø Ly2 in [4]), so for most of the de-
formationsLk ¿ 1. This givesC66yC11  ska0d2y16p ;
since typicallyka0 ø 1, we haveC66 ø C11. In con-
trast to short-range interactions, this provides for re
tively easy channeling as the interaction favors an ove
uniform density while being largely unaffected by d
formations such as filamentary flow. The situation
C66yC11 ~ ska0d2 ø 1 can also take place in 3D supe
conductors close to the melting transition, as in the exp
ments of Ref. [5]. This is because close to melting,C66

is largely reduced from itsT  0 value, and the effective
lsT d is large. In this 3D case there are also vortex l
fluctuations along thêz direction.

We now discuss our simulation results. The upper in
of Fig. 1 shows sevenIV curves obtained for differen
initial conditions but the same distribution of pinning site
The voltagekV l is the normalized voltage per vortex. Th
lower inset of Fig. 1 shows the voltage noise streng
dV 

p
kV 2l 2 kV l2. The noise relative to the voltag

clearly decreases as the voltage approaches free flux
For small forces there is a pinned vortex state. T

is a fixed point of the dynamics of Eq. (2) withristd 
r0

i , corresponding to≠xi Uhr0
i j  0; ≠yi Uhr0

i j  F, with
U 

P
ij Uyysrijd 1

P
ik Uypsrikd. Because of the many

metastable minima of this strongly disordered syste
there are many possible pinned states. By increasingF,
the basin of attraction of the less stable fixed points (pin
states) shrinks until they become unstable, sequenti
When the last pinned state becomes unstable the vor
move. This argument leads to a unique, well defin
threshold force [1]. However, it is possible to have, f
the sameF, a coexistence of fixed points (pinned state
and attractors corresponding to moving vortices. In t

FIG. 1. SimulatedIV (force-velocity) characteristics for in
creasing bias current. The insets show the fullIV curves (up-
per) and the corresponding noise (lower). The labels A, B,
D indicate dynamics shown in detail in Fig. 2.
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case there is no well defined threshold force and theIV
curve should be history dependent and hysteretic. Figu
indeed shows multiple routes for the onset of volta
depending on the initial vortex configuration. For ea
route, there is an abrupt jump to a state with a line
voltage-current dependence with a small slope. At hig
currents there are further jumps to other linear volta
regimes. Different routes give a different set of jumps a
linear voltage regimes. This behavior closely resemb
the experiments on amorphous Mo77Ge23 (see Fig. 4 in
Ref. [4]).

Figure 2 shows details of the spatiotemporal vor
dynamics for the selected points (A–D) labeled on Fig.
Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of vortex velociti
(relative to the free flow velocityV  F, in normalized
units). In this case we observe 11 vortices moving
kVil ø 0.4F. The left inset shows the traces (· · ·) of
all the vortices throughout the simulation time (Dtav )
along with a snapshot of positions (≤). The right inset
shows the spectral power of the total normalized volta
V std. We see that there is a single flow channel, wh
1
,

h
r

er
e
d
s

x
.

t

e
h

corresponds to aone-dimensionalpath, i.e., the flow is
filamentary. Strikingly, the only effect of increasingF is
to increase the speed of the vortices inside the chan
while the structure of the channel and pinned vortic
remains stablein a wide region ofF, resulting in a linear
voltage. This filamentary flow state is an attractor whe
rip

std  r0
ip

for the vorticesip that remain pinned, and
ric std  Rst 1 tic d for the vorticesic in the channel. The
attractor is periodic,Rst 1 T d  Rstd. After a periodT
all the vortices slip into the positions that were previous
occupied by their nearest neighbors. The period a
the time delay between the moving vortices are giv
by the incompressible nature of the vortex system
T  ktic11 2 tic

l ø a0yy with y  kVil. This gives high
frequency spectral peaks at multiples ofv0 ø 2p

a0
kVil [16].

Replacing this state in (2), we obtain a linear voltageV 
sNycyNydy ø sNycyNyd fF 2

1
Nyc

P
ic

k≠yic Ulg, with Nyc

the number of vortices in the channel. When increas
F, at a given moment the channel becomes unstable
the system switches to a different attractor characteri
by a new spatiotemporal channel structure, which is ag
the flow
FIG. 2. Details of the dynamical states labeled in Fig. 1. Density of the normalized speed is shown. Insets show (left)
traces (· · ·) and a snapshot (≤) of the vortices, and (right) the spectral density of the voltage responses.
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stable in a range ofF. This results in sudden jumps i
the IV curve between different linear regimes. We no
that a jump does not necessarily mean that a new cha
is opened up over an already existing channel struct
since in general the jumps correspond to switches betw
different patterns of channel flow. If one assumes that
large sample there arench widely separated channels, ea
step in the differential resistance is then given bydVydI ø
nchsNycyNydRf  nchsa0yLydRf . This givesnch ø 180
for the lowest steps in [4], with a typical distance betwe
channels ofø80a0. More complicated dynamics can als
occur. For example, we observe filamentary flow wh
a channel branches into two filaments at a given p
and rejoins at a second point [13]. Also multiple chan
attractors show more complex dynamics. In Fig. 2
we show a double channel dynamical state. One of
channels has 11 vortices withkVil ø 0.5F, while the other,
with 9 vortices, flows atkVil ø 0.8F. The spectral density
response suggests quasiperiodic dynamics: since the
channels are almost uncoupled, each of them has per
behavior independently [their frequencies are shown
Fig. 2(b)], and then their dynamics is a superposition
two incommensurate periodic responses. A case w
two channels interact is shown in Fig. 2(c). Here,
local gear wheel effect synchronizes the flow in the t
channels. The average velocitykVil ø 0.75F is the same
for all vortices since there is an equal number of them
the channels. The synchronization results in periodic fl
with subharmonics due to the alternating motion in the t
channels. Regardless of the complexity of the filamen
flow, the common feature is that a given channel struc
is stable in a wide region ofF, giving linear voltages. We
have also seen this dynamics for larger samplesL 3 L 
s0.015d2, s0.02d2 [13].

Figure 2(d) shows the flow patternabove the region
of filamentary flow. We find a broad distribution of th
vortex velocities, indicating a stick-slip type of plast
motion. This is confirmed by the flow pattern which h
regions with small but finite activity, and regions wi
large activity [note that these active regions resemble
well defined channels shown in Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]. A giv
vortex in this type of flow will show stick-slip behavio
i.e., intermittently participating in efficient channels
being pinned at off-channel sites. The spectral den
of the voltage shows broad contributions, indicating t
the attractor is chaotic. Finally, at even higher currents
the vortices flow freely in an ordered lattice state [9].

The results shown in this Letter are for increas
F only, where the experiment showed steps indVydI
at the onset of dissipation. When decreasingF in the
simulations from a moving state, we find that the syst
stays longer in the stick-slip plastic flow state [Fig. 2(d
but eventually switches down to a single channel at
F [e.g., Fig. 2(a)]. The experiments, however, showed
sign of steps indVydI for decreasing currents. A pos
sible reason is that thermal fluctuations may stabilize
2988
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chaotic plastic flow state when decreasing the current. P
liminary simulations withT  150 mK show that the
system indeed stays longer in the plastic flow state,
still switches to a filamentary flow state at much lowerF
[13]. Note also that we have the free parameternp in our
model. Simulations with values ofnpyny in the range 1–
10 show that filamentary flow occurs over larger curre
ranges for smallernpyny .

In conclusion, we have simulated vortex dynamics in
2D system treating long-range interaction forces exac
Our simulations compare well with recent experiments
amorphous Mo77Ge23 thin films [4]. We reproduce the
history dependent structure of sudden jumps and st
in dVydI observed close to the threshold. These
consequences of the very small shear modulusC66 ø
C11, the nonlocal elasticity, and the numerous metasta
pinned states of this disordered system.

We acknowledge valuable discussions with A. Kapitu
nik and L. N. Bulaevskii. This work was performed und
the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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